
.Notes on the Early 'Editions .of 
"Grace. Abounding.". 

JOHN BUNYAN'S. Gr(J,ce Abounding has been produced in so 
. many editions that, ~t would be an unenViabl~ ta~k to deal with 
them beyond the erghteenth century;. Even m the year 1804 a 

50th edition appeared. It has always been the "ntnner up" of 
The Pilgrim~ s proiftiess; and justly so, ·for both. works. are .auto
biographical and complementary one to the other, each in its 
own way depicting the author's spiritualgrowth and experiences. 1 

After Bunyan had written Grace Abounding. (and the Account of 
his Im'prisonment}.he set aside some other book ttponwhich he 
was engaged-unquestionably' The /Ieav~nly Footman:-the 
. forecast of the Pilgrim story which henceforward absorbed his 
attention; for, evidently satisfied' as to' its inferiority, Bunyan 
a110wed The HeavenJy Footman to remain in manuscript until' 
Charles Doe'acquired and printed it in 1698, ten years after its 
author's ·death. .' l·· .' .. 

. Grace Llbou,ndini was first published in 1666, although Bunyan 
certainly wrote it in the early days of his first imprisonment, that 
is, between 1660 and 1666-in which latter year he had· a brief 
respite' from prison, after which he was reincarcerated for a 
further six years, until 1672. During this second period The 
called for"~ 2 . Ana yet, up to the present time (1943) only three 
books' in those years are known to have come from 'his pen. In· 
the first six yearS he wrote, and had printed; six bopks and two 
broadsheets,' '. ,. .' I 

Bunyan having thus employed the earlier part of his imprison
ment by' recalling his life experieQces and recounting his own 
Trial, it is not.surprising that his sympathisers eagerly bought up' 

. the copies of the first edition of Grace Abounding: perhaps to an 
extent which justifies ;the unverified statement that it "at once 
became popular, and the year of its issue saw several. editions 
called for". 2 And yet, up to the. present time (1943) onlyth~ee 
copies of the "first~' are extant: two' in America, and one-not 
quite perfect-in the British Mus'eum. 3 Before this last named 

. 1 Professor J, W: Mackail ackribwledges .Grace .Aboundin; to be "the 
greatest' of all spiritual autobiographies."-tl The Pilgrim's Progress; . A 
Lecture delivered atthe Royal Institution :, .. London: Longmans, 1924." 
.' 2 Canon Venables,' in U B\l!lyan: The' Pilgrim's Progress, Grace. 
Abounding, etc."-Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1879, p .. Ii.. . . 

3 P.M:. C 37; d. 53. According to .George Offor, this copy at one time 
belonged toa Mr. Sherring. Offor notes the pp. missing. (B.M .• P.M. ' 
~re~ .' 
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copy w~~ ~oun9 by the lat~ Henry Stevens, in 1883, none of the 
,first edItion had come to 11ght. ' ' . ' . 

As the original issue of Grace Abounding sold so readily, its 
scarcity i~ somewhat amazing. But that some of its copies and 
unbound sheets might have perished in the Great Fire. of 1666 is, 
not irrtprobable,for it is stated that Bunyan'sshared, the fate of 
innumerable other books. 4 '. 

After the first, which was octavo, most of the early editions of 
'Grace Aboundilng were duodecimo. The" first" came from the 
press of George Larkin. That someone else was responsible for 
'the subsequent edition (or editions) is highly probable, for Larkin 
-aypting man of four and twenty, and only just established in 
business as a publisher" and perhaps printer'\ 5-had (in 1668) 
run amok -of the law, from the difficulties of which he was not 
entirely extricated until 1683. As the Term Catalogues do not 
beginbe£ore 1668, no second edition of Grace Abounding is there
in recorded, nor is an existing copy known. It is therefore not' 
possible to conjecture its p,ubIisher's name. A third edition, how
ever, i!;represented by a single copy now in' the Pierpont Morgan 
Library at New York. This was registered in, the Trinity Term 
Catalogue for 1679, under the caption "Reprinted ".,This might 
mean either an entirely fresh issue, or the repetition of an .earlier 
"third." It would be helpful to establish t.he certainty of the case, 
because the copy here mentioned does not contain expected 
paragraphs which, from' its date, should be included, because, to 
B,unyan's' original text are added" in the Pierpont Morgan copy 
of tois "third", no., less than fifty-six extra paragraphs or 
§Gctions; and to the fifth edition (1680) still further sections are 
inserted, making a total of I sixty-seven. These extra. paragrapl;ts 
to the first edition are 12 and 13; 33 and 34; 130 and 131. Those 
from 310 to 317 are devoted to the author's claims for personal 
chastity, as Bunyan had, ih 1674, experienced an ordeal of 
p'ersecution over an episode in connexion. with a, Church member,' 
Agnes ,Beaumont. 6 It was a clear case of calumny, mainly brought 
about through malevolent religiQus intolerance and jealousy on 
the part of a parish priest; so it therefore seems incredible th'at 
Bunyan should have allowed the infamous charge to remain 
unchallenged for. :ijve years ;--:-arid yet the sections of Grc&fe 
Abounding justifying his, innocence are not found in the extant, 
,undated, third,edition of 1679: The second edition, if issued (as 
has be~n .assumed) prior to 1674, could not have included these 

4 See The' McAlpinColl. of Brit. Rist. and Theology. Vol. VII., No. 
2" Jan. 1924. . 

5 Plomer's Booksellers and P~inters, 1668-1725; . (Bibliog. Soc. 1922) .. 
. 6 See The Narrative of the' Persecution of Agnes Beaumont, ed.l,!y 

G. B. Harriso';l' London: ,Constable, n.d. -. ' 
II 
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latest added. paragraphs ; but they may' reasonably have appeared _ 
in the missing fourth edition whose.> date ang publisher ate 
unknown. ,This then leads to. the conjecture that the 1679 third 
edition was but a reprint of its' earlier-form, issued (or. re-issued) 
b.y Francis Smith. '. : ' .)' , , . , ., . - . . . 

As the text of Grace (Abounding is comprised of numbered 
sections or paragraphs, it is interesting 10 note that the first' (1666) 
edition:has one (127) t'epeated, ~nd one (161) lac~ing. The final 
paragraph isc272. . The 'thir(i editidn' (1679)tontains 322 
.paragraphs, with an additional six as -" ~onclusion "; where~s in 
the fifth (1680) the number of section 73 is skipped over; so!the 
total of the sections in the fifth-,-as well' as . in the sixth, seventh, 
and eighth editions,-ins.tead of being 34<Y,' as numbere'd, should be; 
339 .. The wonder: is > that the iricorrettnumberings were not 
rectified in~ these laterprintings.They' appear correct in the 
eighteenth century and subsequent issues; ". ". " . 
" Theearly editions of Grape Abounding are far tnOre scarce 
and notso easilydefiriable as are those of. The Pilgrim's Progress,: 

.' there being, as already stateq, only three copies of the, First, one, 
·0£ the Third, none oUhe Second and Fqurth, and but two of the 

U68P) !fifth. 'So froni the first edition onwards difficulties arise 
· as towhat-.:.-if' any:-intert.liediateprinti!;lgsthere were. ' Doe 

reckoned, . in 1698, that the book .had· been printed seven times 7 : 

an. appropriate estimate; asiWo of the .eight~ editionsar~ne, 
undated,(?1693),and, the other, dated, 1695. ' , ' (. ' 
., The earliest of editions of Grace Abounding as at presep.t 
established, may be thus classified: 1st, -1666; 2nd (queried by 
the RM. 167?); 3rd (" Reprinted'~ 1679); 4th (queried by tie 

. B.M .. 1680); 5th, 1680; another 5th, 1685, and apparently a 
"further 5th, .1686; 6th 1688 (the year of John Bunyan's death) 
,an . unnumbered edition, 1691; 7th,. four, issues; two printed f()r 
Robert Ponder,. 1692, a!;lbther' 1695; and 'a fourtn (Robert 
Ponder) 1698 8'; 8thn.d.!( ?1693), 1695, and 1701; 9th (with 
crudeportraitoftheaufhot) 1716; fbllowed by three 10ths hi' 
1726,'1759, and 1764: Between these lOthsis'anunnumbered edi- . 

· tion dated 1734.9 Tlie llthof 1761 overla'Psthe 12th (with portrait: 
-of, ," John Bunnyan ") of~749, whilst another 12th (with 'the 

. "~sleeping" portrait) is dated 1771: These were followed by two 
13ths, one in 1776, and ,the other in 1778. Unspecified editions 

.\ '. ,," .' -' . ," '.' ' .. ' . 
. 7 A ChrQnolqgical List of Bunyan'sWorks, "Printed by Charles Doe," 

as an ':Appendix .to The Heavenly Footman, 1698: . (See Brown's John 
Bunyan: "His Life, Times and Works, 1928 edn:, p; 469.) . . . 

: 8 The Only known copy of this edn. is in the ,collection of the late Sir. 
· Leicester, Harmsworth, Bart. 1;. , . : , ,.' , . , ' . 

'. .9 The second edition of Doe's Folio (1692) contains' Grace Abounding· 
·and W,as issued·in 1736-7. The work appears also in the. Third' Folio, of 
1767-8. It was 'not inCluded in the 1692 issue. ' .•.. 

, " \ ,. 'c-' 'I" 
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bear the following dates: 1'762; 1771, 1775, 1778; (?1780), a~d 
1785. A 14th edition was issued in 1791, but no 15th has as yet 
~een recor.ded. . The~6.th is queried as 1799:_~Two Le~ds. editions 
were pubhshed, one in 1792, and the other in 1798. . With these 
exceptions, all the above enumerated editions were issued from 
London.. They were interspersed bya few from Scotland anc;l 
Ireland: one a "6th "; printed by Robert Sanders of Glasgow, in 
1697,'~andan "8th" from Edin1;>urgh irl1707. There were also 
editions .from Glasgow in 1735, 1745, (1750), 1755 and 1758, 
followed by a " 14th" in 1791, and, in. the same )'lear,by another 
." Pritih~d· for the Booksellers". One edition came from BerWick 
hi 1760, and one from Belfast (c. 1731). . 

The scanty information at present available gives the earliest 
,Known American editions as having. been printed at Boston in 
1717, from whence issued also "a" 10th" in 1729, and a " 13th" 

'in 1732. These were followed by unnumbered editions in 1735, 
1739, and 1791; whilst two were published in New Yor~ in 1794 
and 1797. The numberingsof the Boston issues are difficult to 

. understand,. unless. other American. editions have yet to .be 
discovered; or else perhaps that an attempt was made. to follow 
up t4eEnglish numbeHngs. . . ' . , , " 

.- :rhe first" foreign" edition of Grace Abounding was printed 
in Amsterdam in 1689. French, Welsh, and other translations 

. began to app~ar in the ear~y part of. the nineteenthcentuty • 
. Many of . the eighteenth century productions of Grace 

,Abounding were slovenly print~d as chapbooks, and too' ofte,n 
there . were deletions either tp-rough careless' editing or' by , 
deliberate intention. In fact, the text of the book became grossly 
mutilated as the editions proceeded : ,especially notiCeable. are the 
typographical and punctuation discrepailcies,; most 0,£ which have 
since been remedied. ','" , " ... , 

. . The accompanying reprodu<:tions of the title pages of the three 
. earliest known ~ditiotis of Grace Abiounding form an interesting 
study. That of the ,First (1666) does not ,comply with Moxon's 
statement that " A good Compositer is ambitious'. . • to .make 
h~s Work shew graceful to the Eye" lOt The' undue emphasis of 
,certain words thereon is noticeably changed in. the Third,. and 
Fifth editions. Larkin, as. before . suggested, was an, apparent 
noviee in tIll! art of printing. Speed: .of production could not 
alone account for his crude set OUt:l~ Frands Smith's title 'page 
of the. Third edition' is mor,e distinctive; hut ,the ,,' fifth" (1680) 
~the first known e~itio~ to bear the imprint 'of N athaniel Ponder 

) lOMoxon, sec. Xxii, numb. xv, par. 5. (The Library,·Vol; XXII,No. 
,1;,1941, p .. 57.) " . . ' , . 

. ' 11 Bunyan~s title pages were invariably well displayed, despite the 
XVIIth century verbiage.; '. ' . 
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is a still more', satisfying display; andti}e book is, of all the
available early editions, the choicest, being a dainty little volume, 
carefully' printed, with an engraved portrait of Bunyan by 
John Stun. The last, seven, paragraphs,forming the 
1<' Conclusion"; are c(~lDdensed in smaller types to bring the t~ 
within the allotted number of sheets. The sixth edition (1688); 
also with a' portrait, ,is a creditable, production. " This, too, was," 
issued by Nathaniel F'onder,as ,was also the unnumbered, edition 
in 1691. Lamentable deterioration in production is found in the 
two' " sevenths" of 1692, which' bear the name of Robert Ponder 
,-a$sum~bly Nathaniel's son. ,The author, John Bunyan, had 
passed to his rest: Nathaniel Ponder was in straitened circum-' 
stances, and the book was still in demand. These 1692 ,/ sevenths'" 
began the downward grade. Typographically, these two editions, 
are page for page almost identical,' hut what is evidently the 
second issue shows' some variatibns in word spacing,' an~ italics 
displace roman capitals, indicating hasty printing, with letters 
borrowed from- other formes. The exact resemblance of nearly' 
e'lery page denotes that only in parts was there a resetting of type. 

,The continuation of Johp Bunyan's "life ", which supplements. 
the seventh edition, is of unidentified authorship. 

'Nathaniel Ponder's own name ,ceases its connexion with Grace' 
Abounding with an, editi~n (?1695) which is st~ted to. be 
"Printed for N. Ponder, and are to be sold by the Booksellersof 
London and Westminster ", By this time he had fallen on evil' 

, days, and he'.died in 1699: There was one other edition, evasively 
de'scribed as "Printed for W. P.T onder] ,and are to be sold by 
Nat. Ponder "-at his hooksfall in London Yard.. ' 

Grace Aboundimg is a worthy English classic. It has been: 
apprQpriatelydescribeq' as « primarily emotional: really a bit of 
a man's innermost heart.:' 12 In a word, G11ace Abounding,' from 
its spiritual, as well' as from its literary aspect, is' succinctly 
sumlI,led up, by ODe of its commentatprs-:-:-.:"Austere words lie 
closest to" stem realities". ' 

FRANK MOTT HAcRRISON: 

, 12 John C. Foster; in 'TransactioffS of the Baptist ,HistorICal .)oc'lery,. 
Vol. IV, 1914-15;, • ' , , ',", 




